Circle the word in parentheses that correctly completes each sentence.

1. You need to get a permit from the fire (company/organization/department) in order to have a beach fire.

2. You need to be able to work under (pull/pressure/touch) and not get flustered.

3. There was firewood and (utensils/boxes/crates) for cooking, but no food.

4. Please cancel my order and (offset/refund/hire) the money.

5. There are many (essays/articles/facts) in her purse.

6. The store that I work at offers a 30% (value/discount/price) to employees.

7. When she was finished ironing, Sue (pushed/pulled/switched) off the iron and unplugged it.

8. She put her (wallet/briefcase/coins) on the floor next to his desk.

9. I'm going to open up my own (home/cabin/restaurant) someday.

10. The sales clerk suggested that the (customer/owner/manager) buy a blue tie.
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